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Abstract

Face clustering and face tracking are two areas of active research in automatic facial

video processing. They, however, have long been studied separately, despite the in-

herent link between them. In this paper, we propose to perform simultaneous face

clustering and face tracking from real world videos. The motivation for the proposed

research is that face clustering and face tracking can provide useful information and

constraints to each other, thus can bootstrap and improve the performances of each

other. To this end, we introduce a Coupled Hidden Markov Random Field (CHMRF)

to simultaneously model face clustering, face tracking, and their interactions. We pro-

vide an effective algorithm based on constrained clustering and optimal tracking for

the joint optimization of cluster labels and face tracking. We demonstrate significant

improvements over state-of-the-art results in face clustering and tracking on several

videos.
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1. Introduction

Facial images provide vital identification information in applications of automatic

video analysis [1]. As the basis of reliable face recognition in videos are two critical

steps, namely, face clustering, where face images are partitioned into different clus-

ters, and face tracking, where sequences of face images are associated . However, reli-

ably clustering and tracking of faces in unconstrained videos is a challenging problem,

which is complicated by drastic variations in pose, illuminations, view points, camera

movements and occlusions that frequently occur in actual videos.

Most previous works treat face clustering and tracking in videos as two individual

problems. Examples of recent works on face clustering in videos include [2, 3, 4],

and those of recent works on face tracking in videos include [5, 6]. Yet, the two

problems are intimately related with each other and can provide useful information

and constraints to each other, thus can bootstrap and improve the performances of each

other. Figure 1 exemplifies the benefits of simultaneous face clustering and tracklet

linking1 in the first case (left), incorrect clustering of faces (in this case, separation of

faces of the same person into two clusters 1 and 2) can be avoided with the knowledge

that there is a high likelihood that they are in the same long track. In the second

case (right), linking tracklets without considering their cluster labels leads to incorrect

association of tracklets from cluster 1 and 2 together. Thus it is advantageous to solve

face clustering and tracklet linking together.

In this work, we address the problem of simultaneously clustering and linking of

tracklets in videos. We introduce a Coupled Hidden Markov Random Field (CHMRF)

model by coupling two Hidden Markov Random Field (HMRF) models [7]. These

two models formulate the clustering and tracklet linking respectively and the links be-

1Face tracklet indicates the short sequence of detected faces. In this work we consider tracklet

linking, which is a branch of tracking. So it should be noted that the words tracklet linking and tracking

have different meanings hereafter.
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Figure 1: The benefit of simultaneous face clustering and tracklet linking. Detected face track-

lets are indicated by bounding boxes connected with solid lines (we only highlight a few

detected tracklets for the sake of presentation). Linkings and cluster labels of tracklets are

indicated by the dashed curves and numbers over the bounding boxes, respectively. (Left)

Without considering tracklet linking, tracklets in the same track are incorrectly partitioned

into different clusters (the frames are extracted from the Turning video [5]). (Right) Without

considering clustering labels, tracklets of different clusters are linked incorrectly (the frames

are extracted from the Frontal video [5]).

tween them capture their interactions. Given CHMRF, we formulate this joint problem

as a Bayesian inference problem, and provide an efficient coordinate-descent solution.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the proposed method and its major steps. Specif-

ically, from the detected face tracklets with similar appearances and adjacent spatial

locations in consecutive frames, our method iterates between two steps. 1) Face clus-

tering: recovering face cluster labels using constrained clustering with constraints

from both the intermediate tracklet linking results and the spatiotemporal knowledge

in videos; 2) Face tracklet linking: finding long tracks of faces by linking face tracklets

that are consistent in motion, appearance, and with the intermediate tracklet clustering

results.

The resulting longer tracks of distinct faces sharing same cluster labels constitute

the basis for multi-face tracking and identity maintenance, which are important tasks

in video indexing, retrieval and summarization. The contributions of this work are thus

highlighted in three aspects: a) we present a systematic approach to jointly solving

two related tasks, i.e., face clustering and face tracklet linking, by taking advantage

of both the prior knowledge extracted from videos and the additional information
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Figure 2: Overall workflow of our method for simultaneous face clustering and tracklet linking.

With an input video (here we use the Frontal video [5]), we first detect all faces in each frame,

then form face tracklets from adjacent frames. The face tracklets are iteratively clustered and

linked into longer tracks in a bootstrapping manner, with the final output of the algorithm

being the complete long face tracks with cluster labels.

from each task to boost their overall performances; b) we introduce a coupled hidden

Markov random field model, and develop algorithms to perform efficient learning and

inference; c) we demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art

face clustering and tracklet linking methods on realistic benchmark face videos.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After reviewing related works in

Section 2, we describe the CHMRF model in Section 3, and present the optimization

in Section 4. The neighborhood system is demonstrated in Section 5. Experimental

evaluations and comparisons of our method are reported in Section 6 and Section 7

concludes the paper with discussion and future work2.

2. Related works

Face clustering and face tracking are two important problems in video processing.

In the following, we review the existing works on these two problems independently,

then introduce attempts to combine them together.

Face clustering in videos has been explored in many previous works. They can

be grouped into two categories: purely data-driven methods and clustering with prior

2Preliminary versions of this work have been published in [4] and [8].
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knowledge. Most data-driven methods are fully unsupervised, and focus on obtaining

a good distance metric [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Fitzgibbon and Zisserman [9] proposed an

affine invariant distance measure to achieve robustness to face pose changing. They

later [10] extended their work to a Joint Manifold Distance (JMD), where each sub-

space represents a set of facial images of the same person. Wang et al. [11] proposed

a Manifold-Manifold Distance (MMD), in which a nonlinear manifold is divided into

several local linear subspaces. MMD integrates the distances between pair of sub-

spaces respectively from one of the involved manifolds. Hu et al. [12] introduced

a between-set distance called Sparse Approximated Nearest Point (SANP) distance,

where the dissimilarity of two sets is measured as the distance between their nearest

points. Arandjelovic and Cipolla [13] clustered faces over face appearance mani-

folds in an anisotropic manifold space which exploits the coherence of dissimilarities

between manifolds. In addition to fully unsupervised methods, another kind of data-

driven methods tries to utilize some partial supervision to help clustering. Prince and

Elder [14] combined clustering with a Bayesian approach to count the number of dif-

ferent people that appear in a collection of face images. A generative model describing

the face manifold is learned from the training data. Du and Chellappa [15] presented

an on-line context-aided face association method, where multiple contextual features

are embedded into a conditional random field (CRF) model. Wolf et al. [16] described

a set-to-set similarity measure named matched background similarity (MBGS). It can

tell the differences between images with similar background. Such that it is robust to

the changes on pose, lighting, and viewing conditions.

The main drawback of data-driven methods is the expected unstable performance

due to the drastic variations of faces in real videos. To alleviate this, prior knowl-

edge could be exploited to guide the clustering to achieve robustness and increase

the generalization ability. Berg et al. [17] considered using extra information to en-

hance face clustering, where the faces are collected from web news pages. A set of

names automatically captured from associated news captions are employed to super-
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vise the clustering. However, such text-based labels are not always available for faces

in videos. Fortunately, there is readily useful prior knowledge for face clustering in

videos: faces in the same tracklet must belong to the same person (must-link), no

matter how different their appearances look like; on the other hand, if two tracklets

overlap in some frames, then faces from them must be from different persons (cannot-

link), no matter how similar they look like. Thus, we can easily obtain many must-link

and cannot-link constraints from face tracklets without much extra cost. However, few

works in face clustering have exploited such constraints. Vretos et al. [3] exploited

such constraints to modify the distance matrix. However, the method is very compu-

tationally expensive. Cinbis et al. [2] also proposed a metric learning method, called

unsupervised logistic discriminative metric learning (ULDML). However, its metric

learning is independent of the clustering process, which may lead to non-robust clus-

tering performance. Xiao et al. [18] utilized the pairwise constraints to learn a low

rank representation for facial images. Furthermore, Cao et al. [19, 20] considered

the face clustering in multi-view learning, where the pairwise constraints are used in

both representation learning and clustering. In our previous work, i.e., HMRF-pc [4],

the initial constraints are propagated based on constraint-level smoothness. Then a

HMRF based clustering model is proposed to incorporate the cluster assumption and

constraint satisfaction together. It can be considered as the clustering part of the pro-

posed unified model CHMRF (see Figure 3). However, like other existing methods,

HMRF-pc also performs face clustering individually, without the constraints from the

results of face tracklet linking. In the literature of constrained clustering, many meth-

ods have been proposed to exploit pairwise constraints to guide clustering, such as

constrained K-means (COP-KMEANS) [21], constrained complete-link (CCL) [22],

metric learning with side information [23], constrained EM [24] and penalized prob-

abilistic clustering (PPC) [25]. The most related method to the clustering part of

CHMRF is HMRF-KMeans [26]. It also adopted the HMRF model. The main differ-

ence between them is how to utilize the initial constraints. HMRF-KMeans propagates
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the influence of initial constraints through metric learning, assuming the cluster fol-

lows certain distribution such as Gaussian, or multinomial distribution. If the true

distribution is far from the assumed distribution, the learned metric is not expected

to help or may even harm the clustering. In contrast, CHMRF explicitly propagates

initial constraints based on two distribution-independent assumptions, including con-

straint consistency and smoothness. Besides, CHMRF exploits the constraints from

tracklet linking results, while such constraints are ignored in HMRF-KMeans.

Multi-face tracking is another important task in facial video processing. Tech-

niques for face tracking can be divided into monolithic tracking and tracklet-based

tracking. Monolithic tracking performs target tracking continuously until the target

is lost; tracklet-based tracking, on the other hand, performs target tracking by link-

ing the tracklets (resulted from monolithic tracking) to form longer track. The com-

monly used monolithic multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) methods include Kalman

filtering and particle filtering. These methods work well under constrained or fixed

environment and they could lead to broken tracks when the targets or the environ-

ments undergo significant changes. As a result, recently there is an increasing interest

in tracklet based tracking (e.g., [27, 28, 29, 30]), which links the shorter tracklets

by firstly constructing pairwise similarities between tracklets (based on appearance

as in [28, 27], motion smoothness [29] or entry/exit maps [29]), followed by opti-

mally linking (using the Hungarian algorithm [31] for optimal matching of bi-partite

graph [32, 30] or as a Bayesian inference [28]). Compared to the monolithic tracking

solutions, the tracklet based methods are more robust and suitable for tracking multi-

ple objects in heavily occluded scenes for a long period of time. The tracklet-based

methodology has been employed for face tracking in [5, 6]. The PHD-MT [5] firstly

adopted a probability hypothesis density (PHD) filter to compensate miss-detections

and to remove noises, then the filtered faces are associated using graph matching.

However, the method was designed for a fixed scene. Roth et al. [6] developed a

multi-stage tracklet linking method, where different cues, including face id, classifier
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and constraint cues, are adopted to help linking. Some tracklet-based methods for

tracking other general objects are also developed. Singh et al. [33] exploited both the

tracklets with high detection confidence and the unassociated detections with low con-

fidence to improve the performance of tracklet linking. Huang et al. [34] presented a

hierarchical association framework with three levels by using different features. How-

ever, this framework was only suitable to the scenario of single camera. Song et al.

[35] proposed a stochastic graph evolution framework to utilize the statistics of the

tracklets. Li et al. [36] formulated tracklet linking as a joint learning problem of rank-

ing and classification. A boosting algorithm called HybridBoost was proposed to learn

the tracklets affinities, such that the relative weights of different features (appearance,

location, frame gap) can be automatically learned. However, the supervised learning

also limited HybridBoost to be more suitable to the tracking with fixed camera. Wang

et al. [37] proposed to learn a metric for each tracklet, which is used to refine the

initial tracklet and to compute the affinity between tracklets. Zhang et al. [38] utilized

the group state (whether an object belongs to a group) to detect the merging or split-

ting event, which is further used to help the tracklet fusion accross different cameras.

Bae and Yoon [39] considered the tracklet confidence to help linking.

Although there have been a large amount of works in the separate literatures of face

clustering and tracklet linking, few works have tried to exploit their interdependencies

to improve their performances. Two pioneering works were proposed in [40] and

[30]. However, the referred clustering is motion clustering rather than face clustering,

and serves as an assistance for tracklet linking. Most importantly, both methods were

developed for the simplified context with fixed camera. To our best knowledge, no

previous work has been explored in a more challenging scenario with many camera

motions and occlusions for simultaneous face clustering and tracklet linking.
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Figure 3: A graphical illustration of the proposed models. Transparent nodes indicate hidden

variables, while shaded nodes represent observed variables; green nodes denote variables

for clustering, while purple nodes represent variables for tracklet linking. (left) the CHMRF

model consists of two HMRF models, which are connected by cyan lines to embed the de-

pendencies between clustering and tracklet linking variables; (middle) the HMRF model for

clustering, with the solid red lines being positive correlations, while dashed red line being

negative correlations; (right) the HMRF model of tracklet linking. Note that the nodes in each

row/column of O are fully connected, but here we ignore some lines in (left) and (right) for

clarity.

3. A unified graphical model of simultaneous clustering and tracklet linking

3.1. Problem Formulation

We assume that a long video has been pre-processed to obtain a set of m face

tracklets U = (u1,u2, · · · ,um). Each tracklet ui is represented as a list of triples

collected from a sequence of ni continuous video frames, as ui = {t(i)j ,x
(i)
j , l

(i)
j }

ni
j=1,

where t(i)j is the frame index, x(i)
j is the corresponding appearance feature, and l

(i)
j

represents the location and scale of the bounding box of the detected face in this

tracklet, respectively. Furthermore, we use t(i),X(i) andL(i) to represent the ensemble

of t(i)j , x(i)
j and l

(i)
j of tracklet ui, respectively. The similarities between every pair of

tracklets (details in Section 4.2) are also computed and saved in an m×m matrix M .

Our goal is to simultaneously partition the facial images into distinct clusters and

link the tracklet into longer tracks, based on cues from face appearances and motion

trajectories. For simplicity, we assume that the total cluster number of K is known a
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priori3. We denote the cluster labels of the tracklets as a vector y = (y1, y2, · · · , ym)

with each yi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}. The linking relations of tracklets are represented with a

matrix O ∈ {0, 1}m×m, where Oij = 1 if and only if tracklets ui and uj are adjacent

in a track with ui precedes uj , and Oii = 1 if and only if tracklet ui is the last tracklet

in a long track. All major notations used in this work are summarized in Table 1.

The probabilistic inter-dependencies between U , M , y and O are modeled with

a coupled hidden Markov random field (CHMRF), where U and M are observable

variables, while y and O are latent variables. Their joint probability distribution,

along with model parameters Λ = ({µi}Ki=1, {Σi}Ki=1, β) (specified later), are defined

as:

P (U,M,y, O|Λ) = P (U |y; Λ)P (M |O)P (y, O|Λ), (1)

where P (U |y; Λ) and P (M |O) are two unary potential functions, which will be in-

troduced in details in Section 3.2; P (y, O|Λ) is referred to as the pairwise potential

function, which will be specified in Section 3.3.

A graphical illustration of CHMRF and its variants are shown in Figure 3. In Fig-

ure 3-left, both cluster labels y and linkings O are unobserved, and the lines between

them denote their dependencies: if Oij = 1, then yi should equal to yj; if yi 6= yj ,

then Oij should be 0. If O is observed, then the dependencies between y and O are

transformed to the pairwise constraints between y, and the unified model will reduce

to the pure clustering model briefly illustrated in Figure 3-middle. If y is observed,

then the dependencies between y and O are transformed to the pairwise constraints

betweenO, and the unified model will reduce to the pure tracklet linking model briefly

illustrated in Figure 3-right. The unified model corresponds to the simultaneous clus-

tering and linking problem, and the second model represents the separate clustering

problem, while the last one denotes the separate linking problem. More details will be

3For example, for videos from TV episodes, K can be determined using the number of major

characters obtained in the cast.
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presented in Section 4.

It has to be clarified that we have used a new name CHMRF to describe the joint

model, while we adopted the name HMRF in our previous conference paper [8].

There are two reasons of the name change. Firstly, obviously the structure of the

proposed joint model CHMRF satisfies the definition of HMRF. However, in conven-

tional HMRF, all hidden nodes are homogeneous, i.e., they indicates same meanings.

But it is not the case in CHMRF. There are two types of hidden nodes, including the

clustering label nodes and the tracklet linking nodes. And the neighborhood systems

within themselves, as well as the one between them, are different. Moreover, in con-

ventional HMRF, all label nodes can be updated simultaneously, while in our model

two types of label nodes are updated sequentially. To highlight the differences on both

hidden nodes and optimization with the conventional HMRF, in this manuscript we

decide to use the new name CHMRF, which combines two heterogeneous HMRFs to

a unified model.

3.2. Unary Potential Functions

Following equation (1), we define the two unary potential functions as follows.

Firstly, we model the conditional distribution of the appearances of facial images in

the tracklets given their cluster labels with Gaussian distribution,

P (U |y; Λ) =
m∏
i=1

ni∏
j=1

N (x
(i)
j |µyi ,Σyi), (2)

where parameters µyi and Σyi correspond to the cluster-specific means and covariance

matrices respectively and are estimated during the optimization of y (described in

Section 4.1.1). The second unary potential, P (M |O), which captures the relation

between tracklet similarities and the linking relations in long tracks, is defined as:

P (M |O) =
1

Z1

m∏
i=1

m∏
j=1

exp(λ1OijMij), (3)

whereOij indicates the linking relation between ui and uj , whileMij denotes the cor-

responding similarity. The exponent of their product measures the probability of the

11



Table 1: Main notations used in this paper.

Symbols Descriptions

U = (u1,u2, · · · ,um) a set of m face tracklets

ui = {t(i)j ,x
(i)
j , l

(i)
j }

ni
j=1 one tracklet of ni faces

t(i) = (t
(i)
1 , t

(i)
2 , · · · , t

(i)
ni )′ frame indexes of the bounding boxes for the ith tracklet

X(i) = (x
(i)
1 ,x

(i)
2 , · · · ,x

(i)
ni ) the appearance of the bounding boxes for ith tracklet

L(i) = (l
(i)
1 , l

(i)
2 , · · · , l

(i)
ni ) locations and scales of the bounding boxes for the ith tracklet

y = (y1, y2, · · · , ym) the cluster labels of all m tracklets

yi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} K is the number of clusters

V ∈ Rm×m pairwise constraints among the cluster labels of tracklets

O ∈ {0, 1}m×m the linking matrix

W ∈ Rn×n pairwise constraints among the cluster labels of all detected faces

M = {Mij} ∈ Rm×m the observation matrix for O

Mij = f(ui,uj) the similarity between ui and uj

linking relation. Z1 =
∑

M

∏m
i=1

∏m
j=1 exp(λ1OijMij) being the partition function.

The tuning of parameter λ1 will be described in Section 4.2.

3.3. Pairwise Potential Functions

The pairwise potential function captures the dependencies among the latent vari-

ables. Three types of correlations are considered in CHMRF, including correlations:

(a) among tracklet linkings O; (b) among the cluster labels y; (c) between y and O.

So P (y, O|Λ) is defined as:

P (y, O|Λ) =
1

Z2

m∏
i=1

(
ψp1
( m∑
j=1

Oij,
∑
j 6=i

Oji

)∏
j 6=i

[ψp2(yi, yj)ψp3(yi, yj, Oij)]

)β
, (4)

with Z2 being the partition function. The model parameter β controls the trade-off be-

tween the unary and the pairwise potential functions. It will be learned automatically

during the optimization (described in Section 4.1).

The first pairwise potential function ψp1 captures dependencies among compo-
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nents of O and is formulated as

ψp1(
m∑
j=1

Oij,

m∑
j 6=i

Oji) = I(
m∑
j=1

Oij = 1)I(
m∑
j 6=i

Oji < 1), (5)

where I(·) is the indicator function, whose value is 1 if the argument is true, and 0

otherwise. ψp1 incorporates the high-order dependency, and is reflected by Figure

3-right, where nodes in the same row/column are fully connected.

The second pairwise potential function ψp2 models the dependencies among the

cluster labels y and is defined as

ψp2(yi, yj) = e[I(Vij≥0)Vij(I(yi=yj)−1)+I(Vij<0)VijI(yi=yj)]. (6)

The pre-computed matrix V = {Vij|i, j = 1, . . . ,m} ∈ Rm×m saves the dependencies

among y: Vij > 0 indicates positive correlation between yi and yj , i.e., they are more

likely to take the same value; Vij < 0 indicates negative correlation between yi and

yj , i.e., they are more likely to take different values; Vij = 0 represents the cluster

labels being independent. V can be seen as the neighborhood system of y, as reflected

in Figure 3-middle. More details about the computation of V will be described in

Section 5.

The last potential ψp3 incorporates the dependencies between y and O,

ψp3(yi, yj, Oij) = exp
(
λ2Oij(I(yi = yj)− 1)

)
. (7)

It corresponds to the following constraint between y and O: if yi 6= yj , then the con-

figuration Oij = 1 will be discouraged; if Oij = 1, then yi = yj will be encouraged.

The parameter λ2 controls influence degree between y and O. It can be seen as the

weight of the lines which link the top layer y and the bottom layer O in Figure 3-left.

Its tuning will be discussed in Section 4.2.

4. Optimization

With the CHMRF formulation, our task of simultaneous clustering and tracklet

linking of facial images can be formulated as maximizing the joint log likelihood,

max
y,O,Λ

logP (y, O, U,M ; Λ) = logP (U |y; Λ) + logP (M |O) + logP (y, O|Λ). (8)

13



Algorithm 1 Overall algorithm for simultaneous face clustering and tracklet linking.
Input: tracklets U , their similarity M , cluster number K

Output: cluster labels y and tracklet linking relation O

1: Initialize O based on M , using Hungarian algorithm;

2: while not converge do

3: optimize y and Λ with fixed O (Section 4.1);

4: optimize O with fixed y (Section 4.2);

5: end while

6: return y? and O?

It can be solved by coordinate-descent method, as summarized in Algorithm 1.

4.1. Constrained Clustering: Optimizing (y,Λ) given O

This sub-problem is maximizing the complete log likelihood, as follows:

(y?,Λ?) = arg max
y,Λ

logP (U |y; Λ) + logP (y, O|Λ)

≡ arg max
y,Λ

logP (y, O|U ; Λ) + logP (U |Λ). (9)

It can be solved through two consecutive steps:

1. Λ? is estimated by solving arg maxΛ logP (U |Λ) using EM algorithm;

2. given Λ?, compute y? by y? = arg maxy|Λ logP (y, O|U ; Λ).

Due to the dependencies among y, it is difficult to solve these two problems. We resort

to the simulated field algorithm [41], whose main idea is to decouple y by introducing

the temporary label configurations y, as shown in Algorithm 2.

Moreover, before presenting more details about this algorithm, for clarity we

should make some changes in the notations and formulations in this section. As

we perform clustering on each face, rather than on each tracklet (as demonstrated

in Section 5), the sizes of the corresponding notations should be changed, including

the appearance feature matrix X , the cluster label vector y, the neighborhood system

matrix W and their involved formulations. Specifically, X = (x1, . . . ,xn) ∈ R
d×n
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include the feature vectors of n faces, and y = (y1, . . . , yn) are the corresponding

cluster labels of faces. The model formulation becomes

P (X,y|Λ) =
1

ZX(Λ)

n∏
i=1

[ψu(xi, yi; Λ)ψp(yi,yNi
; Λ)], (10)

ψp(yi,yNi
|Λ) =

∏
j∈Ni

e

(
β
[
I(Wij>0)Wij(I(yi=yj)−1)+I(Wij≤0)WijI(yi=yj)

])
, (11)

ψu(xi, yi|Λ) = N (xi|µyi ,Σyi), (12)

where ψu denotes the unary potential, while ψp indicates the pairwise potential. W ∈

R
n×n represents the neighborhood system, as explored in Section 5. Ni denotes the

neighborhood set of yi: if W (i, j) 6= 0, then j ∈ Ni.

Note that the fixed linking results O has been embedded into W , so in the remain-

ing part of this subsection we ignore the notation O for clarity. In the following, we

firstly present the details of simulated field algorithm in Section 4.1.1; then an effi-

cient clustering framework is proposed to reduce the computational cost of clustering

on each face, as shown in Section 4.1.2.

4.1.1. Simulated field algorithm

The main idea of simulated field algorithm [41] is: when treating a particular latent

variable yi, the states of its neighbors are fixed; as a result, the overall computation

reduces to deal with independent variables. Note that simulated field algorithm is

also called “mean field-like approximation” [41]. However, the difference between

simulated field and mean field method is: in simulated field, for each node of interest,

the influence from other nodes is fixed and computed based on constants; in mean

filed, the state of each node is updated based on the mean value of other nodes, then

the influence from other nodes are varied. More details about their difference can be

found in [41]. Specifically, simulated field algorithm consists of two parts.

1. Learning of Λ consists of two iterative steps:

(a) simulate y according to P (y|X,yold; Λold);
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Algorithm 2 Simulated field algorithm for HMRF based constrained clustering

Input: data X , neighborhood system W , cluster number K, maximal iterations tmax

Output: Λ∗ and y∗

1: Initialize Λ(0) and y(0) by K-means

2: for t = 1 to tmax do

3: y(t) ∼ P (y|y(t−1), X; Λ(t−1)), see Section 4.1.1

4: learn P (y|y(t), X; Λ(t−1)) and Λ(t), see Section 4.1.1

5: if convergence then

6: break

7: end if

8: end for

9: Λ∗ = Λ(t), y∗ = arg maxy P (y|y(t), X; Λ∗).

(b) given y, run EM algorithm to update P (y|X,y; Λ) and Λ.

2. Based on Λ∗ and y, y is approximated from arg maxy P (y|X,y; Λ∗).

The main procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Given P (y|X,yold; Λ), simulate y

In the t-th iteration, y are simulated from P (y|y(t−1), X; Λ(t−1)) in a sequential

form, following the Gibbs sampling [42]. Specifically, yi ∼ P (yi|y(t,i)
Ni

, X; Λ(t−1))

with y
(t,i)
Ni

= (y
(t)
1 , . . . , y

(t)
i−1, y

(t−1)
i+1 , y(t−1)

n ) ∩Ni.

Given y, learn P (y|X,y; Λ) and Λ

Given y(t), the couplings among y are decomposed, then P (y|X,y; Λ) and Λ can

be iteratively updated by EM algorithm. Per the suggestion in [41], only one iteration

of EM is conducted in this part.

E step: inference of P (y|X,y; Λ), given y(t) and Λ(t−1)

Given y, P (y|y(t); Λ(t−1)) =
∏n

i=1 P (yi|y(t)
Ni
,xi; Λ(t−1)). As a result, the posterior

probability over each face can be computed independently, as follows:
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P (yi|xi,y(t)
Ni

; Λ(t−1)) =
P (xi, yi|y(t)

Ni
; Λ(t−1))∑K

yi=1 P (xi, yi|y(t)
Ni

; Λ(t−1))
, (13)

P (xi, yi|y(t)
Ni

; Λ(t−1)) =
ψu(xi, yi; Θ(t−1))ψp(yi,y

(t)
Ni

; β(t−1))

Zxi
(Λ(t−1))

, (14)

where Θ = {µyi ,Σyi} denote the parameters of unary potential. Zxi
(Λ(t−1)) =∑

yi
ψp(yi,y

(t)
Ni
|β(t−1)) is the local partition function. Since Zxi

is independent with

yi, it is eliminated in Equation (13). Such that this problem becomes tractable.

M step: learning of Λ, with fixed P (y|X,y; Λ(t−1))

Λ is learned by

arg max
Λ

∑
y

P (y|y(t),xi; Λ(t−1)) logP (X,y|y(t); Λ). (15)

Specifically, we have

arg max
Θ

n∑
i=1

∑
yi

P (y|X,y; Θ(t−1)) logψu(yi,xi; Θ), (16)

arg max
β>0

n∑
i=1

∑
yi

P (y|X,y; β(t−1)) log
ψp(yi,y

(t)
Ni

; β)

Zxi
(β)

. (17)

The Gaussian assumption of ψu(yi, xi; Θ) leads to the closed-form solution to Θ(t),

by setting the derivative as zero, as follows:

µ
(t)
k =

∑n
i=1 P (yi = k|y(t)

Ni
,xi; Λ(t−1))xi∑n

i=1 P (yi = k|y(t)
Ni
,xi; Λ(t−1))

, (18)

Σ
(t)
k =

∑n
i=1 P (yi = k|y(t)

Ni
,xi; Λ(t−1))εikε

T
ik∑n

i=1 P (yi = k|y(t)
Ni
,xi; Λ(t−1))

, (19)

where εik represents (xi−µ
(t)
k ) for short. For β, we find a local optimal value in each

iteration through the local search method [43].

4.1.2. An efficient framework for face clustering

Constrained clustering often has a higher computational cost than standard clus-

tering, as it requires to satisfy cluster assumption and constraints simultaneously. The

number of detected faces in videos is often up to several thousands or more, which

means a very high clustering cost. To alleviate this limitation, we propose an efficient
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Algorithm 3 An efficient clustering framework for face clustering in videos

Input: the whole data set X , neighborhood system W

Output: labels of the tracklets y

1: Construct a subset Xs by downsampling, and determine the constraint matrix of

the subset, i.e., W s;

2: Adopt a clustering algorithm on Xs with W s, and predict their labels ys;

3: Determine the labels of tracklets y based on ys.

algorithm for face clustering in videos. It is observed that faces in adjacent frames of

the same tracklet are very similar in appearance. There is a large amount of informa-

tion redundancy within one tracklet. Hence it is reasonable to choose a small subset

from each tracklet and firstly perform clustering on the subset, then the cluster labels

of the whole data set are determined based on the labels of subset. On the other hand,

we should also preserve the appearance variability to avoid information loss. Such that

a moderate size of the subset should be determined, by taking account of the size of

the whole data, the data quality, as well as the requirements on computational cost and

clustering accuracy. Specifically, we uniformly sample a fixed number of faces from

each tracklet. Moreover, after obtaining the clustering labels of the sampled faces,

the clustering label of each tracklet can be determined by voting. For example, if the

labels of the sampled 5 faces are predicted as (3,1,2,3,3), then the label of this tracklet

is determined as 3.

Since this sampling trick is independent with the specific clustering model, it can

be combined with any clustering models to reduce the computational cost. Take Algo-

rithm 2 as an example, its main computational cost lies on two parts: the computation

of the posterior probability P (yi|xi,y(t)
Ni

) (Equation (13)) takesO(nKr), where r ≤ n

is the number of neighbors of each example (i.e., the number of non-zero entries in

each row of W ); the cost of learning Σ is O(Knd2). Considering the iteration number

T , the computational complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(TKn(r+ d2)). When adopting

Algorithm 2 in Algorithm 3, the complexity reduces to O(TKns(rs + d2) + n) with
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the subscript s indicating the corresponding value of the subset. In our experiments
ns

n
∈ ( 1

23
, 1

10
), leading to the significant cost reduction.

4.2. Tracklet Linking: Optimizing O with Fixed y

This step is achieved with the following optimization:

O? = argmax
O∈{0,1}m×m

logP (M |O) +
∑
y

logP (y, O), (20)

which is simplified by dropping constant terms to yield

O? = argmax
O∈{0,1}m×m

m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

Oij[λ1Mij + βλ2(I(yi = yj)− 1)] (21)

+ β
m∑
i=1

(
log[I(

m∑
j=1

Oij = 1)] + log[I(
m∑
j 6=i

Oji ≤ 1)]
)
.

Equation (21) can be considered as a matching problem of a weighted bipartite graph,

which can be solved by the Hungarian algorithm [31]. Specifically, [λ1Mij+βλ2(I(yi =

yj)−1)] denotes the edge weight, and if this edge is selected, thenOij = 1. Obviously

in the setting of bipartite matching, the constraints embedded in I(
∑m

j=1 Oij = 1) and

I(
∑m

j 6=iOji ≤ 1) are satisfied automatically. Note that if we set λ2 = 0, then (21)

reduces to a basic linking problem, without the help of clustering results.

Tracklet similarity: as shown in problem (21), the tracklet similarity matrix M plays

the key role in tracklet linking. Following some previous works [29, 30], the similarity

takes account of three aspects, including the temporal adjacency, appearance affinity

and motion smoothness. The overall similarity measure is formulated as follows:

Mij =

e−dt(t
(i),t(j))−η1da(x(i),x(j))−η2dm(l(i),l(j)) i 6= j

ξ i = j,
(22)

where constants η1 and η2 are two trade-off parameters.

Specifically, distance dt enforces the temporal constraint: if uj occurs before ui

or they are overlapped in some frames, then Oij = 0. Here t(i) = (t
(i)
1 , . . . , t

(i)
ni )′ is

a column vector containing the frame indices of all faces in tracklet ui (see Table 1).
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Similar to the work in [30], we define dt as:

dt(t
(i), t(j)) =

 0, if 0 < 4tij < t0,

∞, otherwise,
(23)

where 4tij = t
(j)
1 − t

(i)
ni indicates the temporal difference between ui and uj , and t0

is a pre-defined threshold to avoid linking two tracklets with a large frame gap.

da measures the appearance distance. The appearance of each detected face is rep-

resented as the vector of concatenating the RGB values of each pixel (the dimension

will be reduced by PCA). A tracklet is further represented by the average vector of the

included faces. Then the Euclidean distance is computed as da(x(i),x(j)).

Last, distance dm reflects the motion smoothness. Specifically, denote l
(i)
j ∈ R4×1

as the location and scale of the jth bounding box in tracklet ui, represented by the

horizontal and vertical coordinate of the central pixel, and the width and height of the

box. Treating each face l
(i)
j as a point, then one tracklet can be seen as a sequence of

points in a 4-dimensional space. We fit this sequence through the polynomial curve

fitting and the fitted curve s(i)(·) can be used to predict the bounding boxes of the other

tracklet uj . The difference between the predicted bounding box and the true box is

utilized to define dm, as follows:

dm(l(i), l(j)) =
∑

r∈{1,2,3}

||s(i)(t(j)r )− l(j)r ||+
∑

r∈{ni−2,ni−1,ni}

||s(j)(t(i)r )− l(i)r ||, (24)

where s(i)(t
(j)
r ) denotes the predicted bounding box at frame t(j)r on the curve s(i) (see

Figure (4).)

The diagonal value Mii = ξ serves as a threshold to determine when to end a

track. If ξ is large, then many short tracks will be obtained; otherwise fewer but

longer tracks will be presented. In our experiments, ξ is determined as 3 times of the

mode value among the finite off-diagonal values in M . The ratio βλ2
λ1

is adjusted to

control the relative weight between constraints and tracklet similarities. We initially

set βλ2
λ1

= 0.1ξ. Since the clustering results are expected to become more accurate

as the iteration proceeds, we gradually increase βλ2
λ1

during the optimization process.
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Figure 4: Definition of dm. The two central curves correspond to s(i) and s(j). The solid circles

correspond to detected faces in one tracklet, while the dashed circles are those predicted by

the fitted trajectory. We match detected faces that are highlighted in blue color. For simplicity,

here we only show one dimension of l(i)j , and the computations for the other three dimensions

are similar.

For example, we can start from a small increasing rate, like βλ2
λ1
← βλ2

λ1
× 1.2 after

each iteration. If the changes of the tracklet linking and clustering results between

consecutive iterations are small, we can use a larger increasing rate, such as 1.5. If the

changes are very sharp and unstable, we can use a smaller increasing rate.

We realize that in the field of tracklet linking, some sophisticated models have been

specifically designed for some particular scenarios, where some specific prior knowl-

edge can be utilized, such as social grouping and motion map. Compared with these

models, the model of tracklet linking part used in our framework is relatively simple,

as we doesn’t assume some particular scenarios. However, our main contribution to

the tracking problem is the first proposal of using the cluster label information to help

tracklet linking. As we will show in the later experiments, due to the negative con-

straints from cluster labels, the ID switch error could be significantly reduced, leading

to more pure long trajectories. This prior knowledge can be used in other tracklet

linking models, while the techniques used existing tracklet linking models (like the

metric learning for each tracklet in [37]) also can be adopted into our model to further

improve the performance. Besides, although we assume the number of clusters K as a

priori for our clustering part, it is not a restriction for the tracklet linking part, as only

the pairwise constraints between two clusters are utilized, rather the number K.
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5. Neighborhood System

The neighborhood system of CHMRF captures all dependencies among the latent

variables, as shown in Figure 3-left and the pairwise potential functions defined in

Section 3.3. Since there are two types of latent variables, i.e., y and O, the unified

neighborhood system can be seen from two perspectives: one is the neighborhood

system of y, with fixed O, as shown in Figure 3-midle; the other is the neighborhood

system of O, with fixed y, as shown in Figure 3-right. As the second neighborhood

system is fixed with given y, hereafter we focus on how to generate the neighborhood

system of clustering labels y, i.e., the W matrix in Eq (11).

In aforementioned definitions and formulations, each tracklet is treated as one

sample of clustering. However, we find there are unavoidable variations in appear-

ance of the faces in the same tracklet, and in the lengths among different tracklets.

As a result, it is difficult to describe one tracklet with respect to clustering. Actually,

we treat each detected face as one sample of clustering, which can be naturally repre-

sented as a fixed length vector of the appearance of the bounding box. After clustering

on each face, the cluster label of each tracklet can be easily determined (more details

will be presented in Section 4.1.2). In the following we generate a neighborhood sys-

tem among faces, represented as a n × n matrix W (see Eq (11)) with n =
∑m

i ni

being the total number of detected faces. Note that in experiments we use the sam-

pling trick (see Section 4.1.2) in the clustering part, thus ni indicates the number of

sampled faces from the tracklet i.

We present three approaches to obtain the neighborhood system: one is based on

the data structure, and the obtained constraints are called as initial constraints, which

are represented by the neighborhood system Wc; the second is based on two general

assumptions, including constraint consistency and constraint-level smoothness, and

the generated constraints are referred to as propagated constraints, which are embed-

ded into Wpc; the last one is based on example-level smoothness, which leads to the

neighborhood systems, including Ws and Wcom.
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Figure 5: Three types of spatiotemporal knowledge (faces are detected from Frontal [5]): (left)

faces in the same tracklet are must-linked; (middle) two faces in the same frame are cannot-

linked; (right) faces from two overlapped tracklets are cannot-linked.

5.1. Initial Constraints

As the detected faces are organized as face tracklets, it is natural to explore pair-

wise constraints based on the relations among tracklets. In this work, we use con-

straints in the form of “must-link” and “cannot-link” [21, 26] that are originated from

the following two sources.

1. Spatiotemporal knowledge includes a) based on temporal knowledge, faces in

the same tracklet should belong to the same person, i.e., must-link, as shown

in Figure 5 left; b) based on spatial knowledge, if two faces are detected in the

same frame, then they should belong to different persons, i.e., cannot-link, as

shown in Figure 5 middle; c) based on the transitivity of must-link, faces from

two overlapped tracklets have “cannot-link” constraints, as shown in Figure 5

right.

2. Tracklet linking results O. If two tracklets are linked, then the faces from this

two tracklets are presumably of the same identity, which are then connected

with the “must-link” constraint.

We save aforementioned constraints in a n×nmatrix, asWc = V0+λ2O ∈ {−1, 0, λ2,

+1}n×n. Note that λ2 is previously introduced in Eq (7), and here it can be seen as

the weight of the constraints from O. V0 ∈ {−1, 0,+1}n×n denote constraints from

the spatiotemporal knowledge: given a must-link between the ith and jth face, then

V0(i, j) = V0(j, i) = +1; for a cannot-link, V0(i, j) = V0(j, i) = −1; otherwise
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V0(i, j) = V0(j, i) = 0. O ∈ {0,+1}n×n represents the constraints from tracklet

linking. Note that O ∈ {0,+1}m×m denote the linking relations among tracklets,

while O are pairwise constraints between cluster labels of faces. Given O, O can be

uniquely determined. Specifically, if Oij = +1, then O(ri, rj) = +1 with ri and rj

being the corresponding indexes of faces from the ith and jth tracklet respectively.

Note that the non-zero entries in V0 correspond to the faces from the same tracklet

or two overlapped tracklets, while the ones in O correspond to the faces from two

adjacent but non-overlapped tracklets. Such that the constraints from V0 and O will

not conflict with each other, and this is why Wc(i, j) ∈ {−1, 0, λ2,+1}. Specifically,

Wc(i, j) > 0 means a must-link between xi and xj; Wc(i, j) < 0 represents a cannot-

link; Wc(i, j) = 0 indicates no constraint. Note that if |Wc(i, j)| =∞, then it is a hard

constraint. It means if this constraint is violated, then the probability of such clustering

results decreases to 0. However, we set finite values to the constraints, which means

the constraints are softly embedded into our model. The constraint weights can be

adjusted through β (see Equation 4), which can be learned automatically, as shown in

Section 4.1.1.

5.2. Constraint Propagation

The initial constraints Wc is often too sparse to achieve good clustering perfor-

mance. We propose to augment the constraints through constraint propagation, based

on two assumptions:

1. constraint consistency means that if Wc(i, j) 6= 0, then the propagated con-

straints Wpc(i, j) should be close to Wc(i, j). It ensures that the constraints be

consistent before and after the propagation;

2. constraint-level smoothness encourages that given a must-link (cannot-link) be-

tween x1 and x2, if ||x2 − x3||22 is very small (i.e., they are close to each other),

then it is assumed that there is also a must-link (cannot-link) between x1 and x3

[22].
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The constraint propagation is formulated as follows:

min
Wpc

γ

2

[
tr(W T

pcLWpc) + tr(WpcLW
T
pc)
]
− tr(W T

c Wpc), s.t. tr(W T
pcWpc) = n2,

(25)
where −tr(W T

c Wpc) = −
∑

i,jWc(i, j)Wpc(i, j) serves as the loss function to en-

courage the constraint consistency. The second term tr(W T
pcLWpc + WpcLW

T
pc) can

be expanded as follows [44]:

tr(W T
pcLWpc) =

n∑
k=1

n∑
i,j

A(i, j)
(Wpc(i, k)√

di
− Wpc(j, k)√

dj

)2
, (26)

tr(WpcLW
T
pc) =

n∑
k=1

n∑
i,j

A(i, j)
(Wpc(k, i)√

di
− Wpc(k, j)√

dj

)2
. (27)

The normalized graph Laplacian matrix L = I − D−
1
2AD−

1
2 , with the similarity

matrix A(i, j) = exp(−dis(xi,xj)

σiσj
)4 and the diagonal degree matrix D(i, i) = di =∑

j A(i, j), as well as the identity matrix I . Minimizing this term means that if two

points are close to each other in the feature space (i.e., A(i, j) is large), then the cor-

responding two rows/columns of Wpc should be similar. It captures the constraint

smoothness. The trade-off parameter γ controls the influence between constraint con-

sistency and smoothness. The constraint term tr(W T
pcWpc) = n2 is introduced to avoid

the blow-up of the entries in Wpc. Note that above two constraint smoothness terms

were firstly used in [44], where the constraint propagation was interpreted as a two-

class semi-supervised learning problem, based on this two smoothness terms. Here

we try to give a more clear interpretation. Treating each entry of Wpc as a node, and

the value of Wpc(i, j) is seen as the (soft) label of one node. Now we have a square

graph with n2 nodes, arranged in n rows and n columns. Then, the edges between

nodes can be constructed from the instance similarity (i.e., the A matrix). Note that

the edges only exist between the nodes in the same row and the nodes in the same col-

umn. Given this graph, the node label (i.e., the pairwise constraint) propagation can

4Following the suggestion in [45], the local kernel size σi is determined as the distance from xi to

7-th nearest neighbor, i.e. σi = dis(xi,xi,7). Here the Euclidean distance is adopted as dis.
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be understood that it consists of two parts: one is the propagation among the nodes in

the same column (corresponding to Eq (26); the other is the propagation among the

nodes in the same row column (corresponding to Eq (27)).

Problem (25) can be solved by projected gradient descent [46], which consists of

two iterative steps, including gradient descent and projection, as follows.

Gradient Descent. Denote the objective function without the constraint in Eq. (25) as

J(Wpc), then its gradient w.r.t. Wpc is computed as follows:

∇Wpc = γ(WpcL+ LWpc)−Wc. (28)

Note that if we set ∇Wpc = 0, then it leads to a Lyapunov equation [47]. It has been

proved [48] that there is a unique solution of Lyapunov equation. However, for large

matrices Wpc and L, directly solving the Lyapunov equation with matrix inversion is

not very efficient. Hence, we resort to the efficient gradient descent method. Utilizing

∇Wpc, Wpc is updated in the t+ 1 iteration as follows:

W t+1
pc = W t

pc − αt∇W t
pc, (29)

where the step size αt is determined by exact line search:

αt = arg min
α∈R+

J(W t
pc − α∇W t

pc), (30)

which is a simple convex optimization problem, leading to

αt =
γ[tr(W T

pcL∇Wpc) + tr(WpcL∇W T
pc)]− tr(∇W T

pcWc)

γ[tr(∇W T
pcL∇Wpc) + tr(∇WpcL∇W T

pc)]× (η ∗ t)
, (31)

where we ignore the iteration index t from W t
pc and ∇W t

pc for clarity. η > 0 is

introduced to ensure the convergence. In experiments, we gradually increase η in the

set {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10}, until both J(Wpc) and α get convergence, in which case the

obtained clustering results are always satisfied.

Projection. The updated W t+1
pc is further projected into the constraint space:

W t+1
pc ← W t+1

pc /
√

tr((W t+1
pc )TW t+1

pc )/n2. (32)

Note that in our previous works [4] and [8], we adopted another constraint prop-

agation method, which was firstly proposed in [44]. In the old method, the `2 loss
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||Wc −Wpc||2F = tr(W T
c Wc + W T

pcWpc − 2W T
c Wpc) encourages the small values of

the entries in Wpc after propagation, which is not reasonable. Besides, its approximate

solution involves with matrix inversion. In contrast, the loss in (25) only captures the

constraint consistency. And our exact solution only involves with matrix multiplica-

tion, which is much more efficient than matrix inversion.

5.3. Example-level Smoothness

Besides above constraints, another type of label correlation is derived from the

example-level smoothness: if two observations xi and xj are similar, then their la-

bels yi and yj should also be similar. This can be seen as soft must-link constraints.

Specifically, we adopt the normalized affinity matrix to embed such smoothness, i.e.,

Ws = D−
1
2AD−

1
2 . Furthermore, a natural choice is to combine Ws and the above

constraints, i.e., Wcom = Wpc + εWs with a trade-off parameter ε > 0. Its tuning will

be demonstrated in the following experimental part.

6. Experiments

In this section we evaluate the proposed algorithm on several real videos, and

compare with state-of-the-art methods in face clustering and face tracklet linking.

6.1. Videos, Face Detection and Tracklet Generation

Three different sets of real videos are tested, representing different challenges for

face clustering and tracklet linking. The first set contains two short videos, Frontal and

Turning [5]. Their backgrounds are fixed, but frequent intersections and occlusions

exist, as well as many pose changes in Turning. The second set includes two episodes

BBT0101 and BBT0107 [6], from the TV series Big Bang Theory (Episode 01-01

and 01-07). These two videos contain mostly indoor scenes, but there are frequent

changes of camera view, pose and illumination. Besides, many small faces exist due

to the full scene shots. The third is extracted from the movie Notting-Hill [49]. This
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video is the most challenging one in our experiments, due to significant variations in

scene, camera view, illumination, pose, resolution.

Given an input video, we generate reliable face trackets by firstly applying the

Viola-Jones face detector [50] in each frame. The detected faces in adjacent frames

are then linked, based on similarities in their appearances, locations and scales of

the bounding boxes. The small tracklets including less than υ faces are deleted in

our experiments. Specifically, υ = 10, 20, 30 in aforementioned three sets of videos

respectively. Moreover, as there are many characters in Notting-Hill, and most of them

only appear in few scenes. It is difficult to clustering all these characters. Instead we

focus on seven main characters, including ’Anna’, ’William’, ’Bella’, ’Honey’, ’Max’,

’Bernie’ and ’Spike’. Note that in our previous work [4], only 5 main characters

and 76 tracklets are extracted from the video Notting-Hill. That is why the reported

clustering results between this manuscript and [4] are different on the same video.

Each face is scaled to a 60 × 60 image, and represented by a 10800-dimensional

vector through concatenating the RGB values of all pixels. However, such a high

feature space is the big challenge in computational cost and clustering accuracy for all

methods. We adopt PCA to project the original space to a low dimensional space. The

detailed statistics of all data sets are presented in Table 2.

6.2. Face Clustering

6.2.1. Experimental settings

We adopt two commonly used metrics to evaluate clustering results on all faces,

including clustering accuracy (ACC) and normalized mutual information (NMI)5. The

larger values of both metrics correspond to better performances. Each algorithm

is conducted 10 times on each data, and the mean and standard deviation are com-

puted as the outputs. The parameter tuning involved in the clustering part of CHMRF

5The code is downloaded from “http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral

/fileexchange/29047-normalize d-mutual-information”
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Table 2: Statistics of different real-world videos. whole denotes the set of all detected faces

from every tractlet, while subset indicates the set of sampled faces from every tracklet.

data time frame person tracklet
overlapped

face dimen.
original constraints constraints after linking

tracklet must-

link

cannot-

link

must-

link

cannot-

link

Frontal-whole [5]
51s 1277 4 43 98

4267 10800 400370 1785225 430428 1785225

Frontal-subset 215 5 430 2450 630 2450

Turning-whole [5]
40s 1007 4 50 96

2799 10800 137738 545947 851657 545947

Turning-subset 250 5 500 2400 6050 2400

BBT0101-whole [6]
1373s 32977 5 182 140

11525 10800 678930 1134406 2027131 1134406

BBT0101-subset 546 10 546 1260 3021 1260

BBT0107-whole
1273s 30523 5 198 106

10301 10800 444796 693657 880442 693657

BBT0107-subset 594 10 594 954 1692 954

Notting-Hill-whole [49]
7442s 178439 7 277 86

19278 10800 1103449 758868 1659416 758868

Notting-Hill-subset 831 10 831 774 1578 774

should be firstly demonstrated. The trade-off parameter between constraint consis-

tency and smoothness γ in Equation (25) is tuned as follows: γ
1+γ

is chosen from the

range {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 0.9}, and the one leading to larger value of the objective function

(15) is preferred in our experiments. The search range of β is set as {1 : 0.1 : 3}.

The parameter ε (see Section 5.3) is chosen from the range {10−4, . . . , 10−1, 0.5, 1}.

Besides, several state-of-the-art clustering methods of different types are also com-

pared. Note that all constraints, including constraints from spatiotemporal knowledge

and tracklet linking results are also applicable to these constrained clustering meth-

ods (but no iteration between clustering and linking). 1) Traditional clustering: el-

liptical K-means (EKM) [51] is used as the baseline to measure to what extent the

pairwise constraints can help the clustering. 2) Constrained clustering: constrained

complete-link (CCL) [22] and HMRF-KMeans (HK for short) [26] are compared.

No parameters of CCL need to be tuned, and it gives the fixed result. HK is imple-

mented through the built-in function in WekaUT, and we download it from the website

“http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/ml/risc/code/”. They are both adopted in Algorithm

3. 3) Specific algorithm for face clustering in videos: ULDML [2] is implemented us-

ing Matlab, and a part of the code is provided by the author Ramazan Gokberk Cinbis.
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It treats each tracklet as one sample, so it can be directly used for the whole data.

We present two cases of clustering results: (a) the clustering without the help of

linking, i.e., λ2 = 0, referred to as Case 1; (b) the clustering results of CHMRF, i.e.,

λ2 > 0, referred to as Case 2. As demonstrated in Section 5, CHMRF can adopt dif-

ferent neighborhood systems of y. To distinguish them, we denote the corresponding

clustering methods as: CH-s with Ws; CH-c with Wc; CH-pc with Wpc; CH-com with

Wcom.

Note that compared with the clustering results reported in our previous conference

paper [8], there are some differences. The main reason is that in this manuscript we

propose a new neighborhood system for the clustering pat, as demonstrated in Section

5. The influence of the change of the neighborhood system in the face clustering, can

be revealed from the comparison between the results of CH-pc in Case 1 (without the

help of linking results) in Table 3 and the results of HMRF-pc in [8], on the same

video. The accuracies of CH-pc are 94.45%, 80.85%, 70.2% on Frontal, Turning and

BBT0101 respectively, while the corresponding accuracies of HMRF-pc are 94.95%,

67.83% and 59.61%. Except for the slight inferiority on Frontal, CH-pc shows much

better results than HMRF-pc on both Turning and BBT0101, where the face clustering

is difficult. This demonstrates the advantage of the new neighborhood system. There

are also differences between the results of CH-pc and HMRF-pc in Case 2 (with the

help of linking results). Except for the change of the neighborhood system, the other

reason is the slight change in the linking results, which provides additional constraints

for clustering. It will be demonstrated in Section 6.3.

6.2.2. Clustering results

Clustering results on Frontal are shown in the second row of Table 3. Most de-

tected faces in this video are frontal faces, so it is easy to do clustering. In Case 1,

the accuracies of CH-c, CH-pc and CH-com are up to 94.95%, which is higher than

other methods by about 9.8 ∼ 40%. In Case 2, as frontal faces have provided enough

information, constraints from linking results only provide a few additional informa-
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Table 3: Clustering results evaluated by both Accuracy and NMI on different videos. ( Case

1: Individual clustering; Case 2: Clustering with linking. The best results in each row are

highlighted in bold. See Section 6.2.1 for details.)

Data
Different

Accuracy ( mean (std) % ) NMI ( mean (std) % )

cases
EKM

[51]

CCL

[22]

HK

[26]

ULDML

[2]

CH-

s

CH-

c

CH-

pc

CH-

com

EKM

[51]

CCL

[22]

HK

[26]

ULDML

[2]

CH-

s

CH-

c

CH-

pc

CH-

com

Frontal

Case 1
85.17

(5.64)

54.61

(0.00)

68.85

(0.00)

79.03

(0.00)

86.29

(0.00)

94.45

(0.00)

94.45

(0.00)

94.45

(0.00)

72.80

(4.31)

32.61

(0.00)

44.04

(0.00)

64.51

(0.00)

75.66

(0.00)

89.08

(0.00)

89.08

(0.00)

89.08

(0.00)

Case 2
85.17

(5.64)

54.61

(0.00)

56.88

(0.00)

82.24

(0.00)

86.29

(0.00)

94.45

(0.00)

95.08

(0.00)

95.08

(0.00)

72.80

(4.31)

32.61

(0.00)

25.33

(0.00)

72.96

(0.00)

75.66

(0.00)

89.08

(0.00)

91.21

(0.00)

91.21

(0.00)

Turning

Case 1
47.22

(0.26)

67.85

(0.00)

91.57

(0.00)

56.56

(0.00)

47.09

(0.00)

47.65

(0.51)

80.85

(0.00)

80.85

(0.00)

30.57

(0.71)

69.73

(0.00)

79.48

(0.00)

47.38

(0.00)

30.25

(0.08)

30.62

(0.29)

61.58

(0.00)

61.58

(0.00)

Case 2
47.22

(0.26)

97.75

(0.00)

98.64

(0.00)

79.85

(0.00)

47.09

(0.00)

97.75

(0.00)

97.75

(0.00)

97.75

(0.00)

30.57

(0.71)

93.48

(0.00)

96.13

(0.00)

62.99

(0.00)

30.25

(0.08)

93.48

(0.00)

93.48

(0.00)

93.48

(0.00)

BBT0101

Case 1
55.78

(1.63)

60.46

(0.00)

46.28

(0.00)

58.26

(0.00)

55.73

(2.40)

61.21

(5.06)

70.20

(2.95)

69.87

(4.26)

33.70

(3.25)

37.69

(0.00)

27.61

(0.00)

47.43

(0.00)

33.80

(2.71)

36.47

(5.77)

50.17

(4.32)

48.99

(6.21)

Case 2
55.78

(1.63)

41.88

(0.00)

69.77

(0.00)

62.42

(0.00)

55.73

(2.40)

64.52

(2.61)

74.02

(0.16)

73.82

(1.60)

33.70

(3.25)

20.25

(0.00)

40.19

(0.00)

42.99

(0.00)

33.80

(2.71)

47.01

(5.46)

50.69

(1.17)

52.86

(1.58)

BBT0107

Case 1
49.78

(5.97)

50.46

(0.00)

43.74

(0.00)

64.58

(0.00)

51.18

(2.52)

61.15

(2.26)

67.08

(1.49)

66.29

(4.03)

34.73

(6.60)

33.98

(0.00)

22.76

(0.00)

49.95

(0.00)

36.32

(5.60)

46.83

(3.61)

54.49

(2.24)

52.75

(5.24)

Case 2
49.78

(5.97)

62.70

(0.00)

41.81

(0.00)

69.21

(0.00)

51.18

(2.52)

71.09

(1.69)

74.70

(2.20)

76.02

(0.05)

34.73

(3.25)

42.35

(0.00)

20.09

(0.00)

53.20

(0.00)

36.32

(5.60)

58.03

(1.52)

60.42

(2.46)

61.98

(0.03)

Notting
Case 1

34.10

(3.44)

30.94

(0.00)

28.84

(0.00)

40.77

(0.00)

35.56

(2.24)

35.98

(2.80)

44.69

(3.38)

44.64

(1.73)

23.51

(4.34)

22.11

(0.00)

9.27

(0.00)

19.34

(0.00)

25.60

(5.09)

25.57

(1.73)

31.07

(2.49)

29.42

(2.41)

-Hill
Case 2

34.10

(3.44)

32.54

(0.00)

31.59

(0.00)

43.82

(0.00)

35.56

(2.24)

37.31

(4.95)

47.94

(4.46)

45.41

(5.54)

23.51

(4.34)

16.06

(0.00)

13.55

(0.00)

19.31

(0.00)

25.60

(5.09)

26.76

(3.37)

32.21

(1.49)

32.29

(2.46)

tion, and the accuracy is slightly improved for CH-pc and CH-com, to 95.08%. The

accuracy of ULDML increases, while the accuracy of HK decreases, and all others

keep the same with Case 1. The evaluations by NMI are basically consistent with the

evaluations by accuracy.

Clustering results on Turning are summarized in the third row of Table 3. As

many profile faces are detected from this video, it is difficult for face clustering based

on pure appearance information. The poor performances of EKM and CH-s have

proved this point. In Case 1, the constraints from spatiotemporal knowledge help to

improve the clustering performance, compared with EKM and CH-s. The accuracies

of CH-pc and CH-com are 80.85%, while the accuracy of CH-c is only 47.65%. This

demonstrates that the constraint propagation significantly augment the useful infor-

mation contained in the initial constraints. HK shows the best performance, and CCL

and ULDML give the poor performance. Obviously, except for HK, the performances
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of other methods are not satisfied. We believe the reason is that the spatiotemporal

constraints can not handle the scenario of drastic pose changes between a pair of non-

overlapped tracklets. However, constraints from tracklet linking that take account of

motion consistency will provide useful information to handle the difficulty of pose

changes. As shown in Case 2, the performances of all constrained clustering methods

are significantly improved. The accuracies of CH-c, CH-pc and CH-com are up to

97.75%. The evaluations by NMI are basically consistent. This example fully demon-

strates that tracklet linking can help to improve the clustering performance, especially

when drastic pose changes exist.

Clustering results on BBT0101 are presented in the fourth row of Table 3. In Case

1, CH-pc gives the highest accuracy 70.20%, which is higher than other methods by

about 9 ∼ 24%. In Case 2, the accuracy of CH-pc is further improved to 74.02%. The

performances of other constrained methods are also improved. An exception is CCL,

of which the performance in Case 2 decreases. The possible reason is CCL embeds

hard constraints in the hard manner. However, constraints from tracklet linking may

include errors, which may significantly harm the performance. The evaluations by

NMI are basically consistent.

Clustering results on BBT0107 are presented in the fifth row of Table 3. In case

1, CH-pc gives the highest accuracy 67.08%, which is higher than others by about

2.5 ∼ 23%. In Case 2, its accuracy is further improved to 74.70%, and CH-com

shows the best performance of 76.02%. The performances of other constrained meth-

ods, except for HK, are also improved. This demonstrates that HK is not very robust

to the constraint noises. The evaluations by NMI are basically consistent with the

evaluations by accuracy.

Clustering results on Notting-Hill are shown in the last row of Table 3. In Case 1,

the accuracy of CH-pc is 44.69%, which is higher than other compared methods by

4 ∼ 12%. CCL and HK perform very poor on this data set, while ULDML performs

much better. In Case 2, the accuracy of CH-pc is further improved to 47.94%, and
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Table 4: Experiment results of tracklet linking on three videos. PT: number of predicted tracks.

MT: mostly tracked tracks (larger is better). Frag: number of fragments (smaller is better).

IDS: number of ID switch (smaller is better).
Frontal [5] Turning [5] BBT0101 [6] BBT0107 Notting-Hill

PT MT Frag IDS PT MT Frag IDS PT MT Frag IDS PT MT Frag IDS PT MT Frag IDS

Roth et al. [6] 11 4 24 13 5 4 6 2 72 68 81 10 140 79 143 3 208 182 213 5

Basic-Linking 13 5 20 9 5 3 6 1 77 65 84 9 124 87 128 4 214 176 219 5

Unified-Linking 20 5 22 3 5 3 6 1 75 69 80 7 128 87 129 1 212 179 215 3

the performances of other constrained clustering methods are also improved. The

evaluations by NMI are basically consistent with the evaluations by accuracy. Note

that compared with above four videos, the movie Notting-Hill contains more frequent

camera motions, scene and illumination changes, etc. It is more challenging for face

clustering and tracklet linking. Such that the numerical values on Notting-Hill are

lower than the ones on above data sets. But the comparisons still verify the efficacy of

the proposed methods.

Above comparisons leads to the following conclusions. 1) The proposed meth-

ods CH-pc and CH-com perform much better than other methods in most cases. 2)

The constraints from the linking results can provide useful information to improve the

clustering performances of most constrained clustering methods. 3) CH-pc and CH-

com are more robust to the constraint noises from the tracklet linking, while other

methods may suffer from such noises. Such robustness may be derived from the

constraint propagation and the learning of constraint weights, which can soften the

influence of the constraint noises. 4) the comparisons among CH-s, CH-c, CH-pc

and CH-com, demonstrate that the initial constraints, the constraint propagation and

the weight learning of constraints make the key contributions to the performance of

CHMRF, while the example-level smoothness can be seen as a small compensate.

6.3. Face Tracklet Linking

To evaluate the linking results, we adopt the following metrics used in [36]: the

number of predicted tracks (PT, i.e., the long tracks after linking), mostly tracked

tracks (MT, larger is better), Fragments (Frag, smaller is better) and ID switch (IDS,
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smaller is better). The parameters in tracklet linking are tuned as follows. η1 and η2

(see Equation (21)) control the proportions of appearance and motion information in

the tracklet similarity M . If the appearance information is discriminative, then we set

η1 > η2, such as in Frontal, η1 = 0.9 and η2 = 0.1. If the motion is smooth, then we

set η2 > η1, such as in Turning, we set η1 = 0.1 and η2 = 0.9. However, in more

complex videos, it is difficult to decide which information is better, such as in other

three videos, we set η1 = η2 = 0.5.

Similar with clustering, we compare the linking results in two cases: (1) λ2 = 0,

i.e., tracklet linking without the help of clustering, referred to as Basic-Linking; (2)

λ2 > 0, i.e., the linking result of CHMRF, referred to as Unified-Linking. Besides, we

also compare with the state-of-the-art method in the literature of face tracklet linking

[6]6.

The tracklet linking results are presented in Table 4. Note that the outputs are

unique values, because given the similarity matrix M and the cluster labels y of track-

lets (derived from the clustering results of CH-com with the neighborhood system

Wcom), the Hungarian algorithm gives the global optimal solution. However, the sim-

ulated field algorithm finds the local optimum, and may give different cluster labels.

In each iteration of Algorithm 1, we conduct the clustering process many times, then

adopt the clustering corresponding to the highest value of the objective function (15)

as the input of tracklet linking. Such that the output of tracklet linking of each iteration

is unique.

As the clustering results provide negative constraints for tracklet linking, some

incorrect links may be avoided. So the IDS of our unified model can be easily reduced,

6The original method of [6] used cues from face poses. However, such cues are derived from

the MCT face detector that can output the face pose and eye location. In our experiments, the input

tracklets, which only tell the bounding box of each face, are same for every method. To be the fair

comparison, our implementation of [6] (its code is not directly available to us) is simplified to use only

appearance and motion cues.
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but with the possible minor increase of the Frag, as shown the results on Frontal and

BBT0107. On BBT0101 and Notting-Hill, our unified model gives better results than

Basic-Linking on all three measures. On Turning, the linking is good enough due

to the smooth motions. So the clustering results fail to further improve the linking

performance. Roth et. al. [6] provides the state-of-the-art results. Our unified model

achieves the similar results with [6] on Notting-Hill, and better results on the other

four data sets.

Note that there are differences in the linking results in Table 4 in this manuscript

and the reported lining results in our previous conference paper [8]. In terms of Basic-

Linking, it only depends on the similarity between tracklets, i.e., the M matrix in Eq

(22). We use different values of the trade-off parameters η1 and η2 in this work and

[8], as described in the above section. In terms of Unified-Linking, except for the

result change of Basic-Linking, the change of the clustering results of CH-pc will also

lead to the change of linking results.

7. Conclusion and Discussions

We describe a novel framework that simultaneously clusters and associates faces

of distinct humans in long video sequences for identity maintenance. We develop

a coupled hidden Markov random field (CHMRF) model, in which the joint depen-

dencies between cluster labels and tracklet linkings, the correlations among cluster

labels and among linkings are simultaneously captured by the neighborhood system.

Different prior knowledge, including spatiotemporal knowledge and constraint con-

sistency/smoothness, are also exploited to augment constraints for clustering. These

constraints are then naturally embedded into the neighborhood system. Based on

CHMRF, we formulate the simultaneous clustering and linking problem as a Bayesian

inference problem. An effective coordinate descent solution is presented, consisting

of two iterative parts, i.e., simulated field algorithm for constrained clustering and

Hungarian algorithm for tracklet linking. We show significant improvements on the
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state-of-the-art results in face clustering and tracklet linking on several challenging

video data sets.

There are a few future directions we would like to further explore. In experiments

we find that when significant occlusion or intersection occurs, both clustering and

linking will suffer. It tells that the performance of the proposed model can be fur-

ther improved by using more robust features and more sophisticated linking method.

Furthermore, we will also investigate more efficient optimization procedures of the

constrained clustering and matching problems, and incorporating the simultaneous

face clustering and linking into an overall system for video summarization.
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